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Abstract
Within the thermodynamic model of gravity the dark energy is identified with the energy of
collective gravitational interactions of all particles in the universe, which is missing in the stan-
dard treatments. For the model-universe we estimate the radiation, baryon and dark energy
densities and obtain the values which are close to the current observations. It is shown that total
gravitational potential of a particle from the world ensemble is a scale dependent quantity and its
value is twice of Newtonian potential. The Einstein-Infeld-Hoffmann approximation to general
relativity was used to show that the acceleration of a particle from the world ensemble can be
considered as a relative quantity when the universe is described by the flat cosmological model.
Keywords
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1. Introduction
To construct a physical theory it is convenient to use inertial reference frames. The crucial question is: What
are the inertial frames? How are they found? The precise acceleration of the Earth relative to the universe as
a whole is quite difficult to measure. However, now it is possible to find quite accurately the absolute velocity
of the Earth with respect to the distant stars or cosmic microwave background. Such measurements reveal that
’universal’ reference frames, measured by these two different methods, coincide and constant velocities with
respect to the universe seems to correspond to inertial frames [1]. The known observational evidence that our
universe plays a crucial role in the definition of the inertial frames is the fact that the universe as a whole does
How to cite this paper: M. Gogberashvili, On the Dynamics of the Ensemble of Particles in the Thermo-
dynamic Model of Gravity, J. of Mod. Phys. 5 (2014) 1945-1957. http://dx.doi.org/10.4236/jmp.2014.517189
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not rotate [2].
The possibility of identifying the absolute reference frame of the universe can be understand as an obser-
vational verification of Mach’s principle [3]. Machian approach, which assume profound relations between the
local and the global physics, have been subject to much discussion and speculation (for some resent studies,
see [4]). Several aspects of Mach’s principle are discussed in the literature [5]. One such assumption that the
inertial frames are determined by the distant masses has been successfully incorporated in Einstein’s theory of
gravity [6]. Recent results on the Gravity probe B experiment [7] verified for the first time the Machian frame
dragging prediction of General Relativity [8].
Machian models usually assume that inertia of a particle with the mass m is determined by the gravitational
field of the whole universe and the particles total energy (inertial + gravitational) at rest with respect to the
universe is zero [5],
mc2 +mΦ = 0 , (1)
where Φ denotes the gravitational potential of the whole universe acting on the particle. Energy balance
conditions like (1) mean that the total energy of any object in the universe vanishes, with the gravitational
energy of the interaction with the universe assumed to be negative and all other forms of energy be positive
[9]. Hence, the total energy of the whole universe vanishes and it can emerge without violation of the energy
conservation. This is the point of view which appears to be preferable in cosmology [9, 10].
It is known that the usual interpretation of Mach’s principle that inertia is a relative quantity and is not
attributed to an object, leads to the anisotropy of the rest mass of a particles due to the influence of nearby
massive objects (like the Galaxy) [4]. This possibility has been ruled out by experiments [11]: in agreement
with Einstein’s equivalence principle inertia is observed to be highly isotropic [6].
As an attempt to address these problems a thermodynamic model of gravity, where the universe is considered
as the statistical ensemble of all gravitationally interacting particles inside the horizon, was proposed in [12].
The naive Machian conjecture that the mass parameter can be altered by ”distant stars” is based on the
assumption that kinematics, or space-time, exists separately from the dynamics of masses and is independent of
the surrounding universe. The lesson of General Relativity has been that the description of space-time geometry,
and hence the kinematics itself, depend on the distribution of matter. Therefore, Mach’s principle should be
considered at the level of elementary particles and in terms of more fundamental quantities, such as action or
information transfer, than the mass parameter. Quantum mechanics says that physical systems isolated from
the world ensemble of elementary particles do not exist. Since the number of particles in the universe is huge,
the influence of world ensemble of particles on local physics, or Mach’s principle in its utmost generality, does
not lead to the observable anisotropy of the masses in thermodynamic approach.
According to the thermodynamic model [12], a more appropriate way to describe gravity is in terms of
changes of the thermodynamic properties in the world ensemble, such as temperature or entropy, rather than
in terms of space-time geometry, which can be derived as an emerging effective description (see [13, 14, 15]
and citations therein). It was demonstrated that the model is compatible with the existing field-theoretical
descriptions, as the relativistic and quantum properties are emerging from the properties of the world ensemble.
Within the model [12] fundamental physical constants represent collective characteristics of the world en-
semble and thus are related to the cosmological parameters, in the spirit of [16]. For instance, the Planck’s
action quantum is identified with the amount of action of an average member of the world ensemble:
A = −mcλ =: −2π~ , (2)
were λ is a characteristic length of a particle when it can be considered as an oscillator, i.e. its Compton
wavelength. Also the energy balance condition (3) written as the Schwarzschild-like relation,
c2 = −Φ =
2GM
R
, (3)
whereM and R correspond to the total mass and the radius of the universe, can be interpreted as the definition
of the universal constant of the speed of light. The collective gravitational potential of all particles in the
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universe, Φ, acting on each member of the ensemble, and thus c, can be regarded as constants according to
the cosmological principle (the universe is isotropic and homogeneous at the scale R). Possible relations of
cosmological parameters with the properties of the world ensemble of particles are considered in Section 2.
If we interpret c as a cosmological parameter, then M in (3) cannot be interpreted as ordinary gravitational
mass of a classical object. It will be clear if we replace R in (3) by the time depended Hubble parameter:
H =
c
R
. (4)
To avoid variations of fundamental physical constants, c or G, which is ruled out by experiments [17], we
need to introduce the unrealistic condition M/R = const. The relation (4) follows from another ”cosmological
definition” of the speed of light:
c2 = H2R2Ω , (5)
where we introduced the total energy density of the flat cosmological model:
Ω = ΩM +ΩΛ = 1 , (6)
which is the only cosmological model for which Ω (the sum of the matter, ΩM , and the dark energy, ΩΛ,
densities) is an unvaried quantity. Note also the presence of the factor 2 in (3), which distinguishes Φ from the
standard Newtonian gravitational potential considered in [5]. The reason is that the parameter,
M =
c3
2GH
, (7)
should take into account the total matter content of the universe and not only the ordinary matter for which
the classical Newton’s law is written. This point will be discussed in details in Section 3.
In Section 4 we demonstrate that the inertia of a particle can be related to the total energy content of the
universe. In standard physics acceleration is absolute in origin and all forces arise from close sources. We want
to show that the acceleration can be considered as a relative quantity and Newton’s second law can be written
in the form:
m~a−m~au = ~F . (8)
In this formula the reactive acceleration:
~au =
d~u
dt
, (9)
appears due to the non-local forces of the surrounding universe and ~u is an overall velocity of the universe
relative to the origin of the coordinate system. So only the acceleration relative to the universe as a whole,
(~a−~au), is what matters in the equation of motion (8). To demonstrate the validity of (8) we shall use Einstein-
Infeld-Hoffmann approximation to general relativity written for the world ensemble for the flat cosmological
model.
2. Estimation of cosmological parameters
At first let us show that realistic values of cosmological parameters can be obtained for the simplest model-
universe of radius R which contains the ensemble of N identical particles of the mass m. The characteristic
length of the world ensemble, or the size of the model-universe, can be estimated as:
2R = λN , (10)
were λ is a characteristic length (the Compton wavelength) of a particle. Since each particle interacts with all
other (N − 1) particles, and the mean separation of the interacting pairs is R/2, the total Newtonian energy of
3
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the ensemble consists of N(N − 1)/2 terms of magnitude ≈ Gm2/R. Then the energy of single particle which
interacts with the total gravitational potential of the universe Φ is given by:
E ≈
N2
2
Gm2
R
. (11)
Correspondingly, according to the relation like (3), the gravitational mass of the world ensemble is a quadratic
function of the number of particles:
MG ≈
1
4
N2m . (12)
In the model [12] the gravitational energy of collective interactions of all particles is identified with the dark
energy of the universe. Then the dark energy density can be expressed as the ratio of the total gravitational to
the total mass of the universe:
ΩΛ :=
MG
M
≈
N2m
4M
. (13)
Indeed, under the above identification the energy balance condition (1), written for all N particles in the
universe, is equivalent to the equation of state of the dark energy:
p
ρ
= −1 . (14)
In our model the appearance of the ”exotic negative pressure p” has a natural explanation as the consequence
of the negative collective gravitational potential Φ of the whole universe. Besides, the assumption (13) also
naturally answers the question as to why the density of dark energy is so close to the critical density. The
standard cosmology, where ΩΛ is related to the cosmological constant Λ, offers no reasonable explanation of this
observational fact and the attempt to relate Λ to the quantum vacuum fluctuations leads to the value which is
120 orders of magnitude higher than the observed one.
Relations (2), (10), (12) and (13) allow us to estimate the total action of the universe,
AU := −
Mc2
H
≈
N3A
2ΩΛ
, (15)
and the number of typical particles in it:
N ≈
(
2ΩΛAU
A
)1/3
≈
(
ΩΛMc
2
π~H
)1/3
≈ 1040 . (16)
This number is known to have appeared in a different context in the Dirac’s ’large numbers’ hypothesis [16]
and is usually considered as a manifestation of a deep connection between the physics at the subatomic and
cosmological scales.
Using the estimation (16) and the formulae (2), (3), (10) and (12), from (13) we can express the value of
the dark energy density in our model-universe in terms of the fundamental physical parameters:
ΩΛ = N
3
2π~H2G
c5
≈ 0.7 , (17)
which is very close to the observed value [18].
Now, let us consider a little bit more realistic model-universe assuming that a part of particles of the world
ensemble is charged. The universe as a whole is neutral, i.e. a half of charged particles carries positive charge +e
and the other half have negative charge −e. The number of charged particles can be roughly identified with the
number of baryons Nb in the universe (Nb < N). A simple combinatorics yields for the Newtonian gravitational
energy of a single baryon which interacts with all other particles in the universe the following formula:
Eb =
(
NbN −
N2b
2
)
Gm2
R
≈ NbN
Gm2
R
. (18)
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Then, according to (12), for the total gravitational energy of the baryon component of matter we obtain:
Eb|G =
N2
2
Eb ≈
1
2
NbN
3
Gm2
R
. (19)
It is natural to expect that the ratio (13) of the gravitational and total energy is valid also for the corresponding
contributions of the baryon component:
Eb|G
Eb|tot
≈ ΩΛ , (20)
where Eb|tot denotes the total energy of the baryon component of the universe. Then for the baryon density in
the universe we obtain the following estimation:
Ωb ≈
Eb|tot − Eb|G
Mc2
≈
Eb|G
Mc2
(1 − ΩΛ)
ΩΛ
. (21)
Further, let us estimate the total electromagnetic energy of all Nb charged particles in the model-universe
(i.e. that of Nb/2 interacting pairs). The fact that the electric charges have two polarities, while the mass
is always positive, leads to basic differences from the previous consideration of the electrically neutral matter.
Namely, the universe as a whole is neutral and, in contrast to the gravitational energy, the total electromagnetic,
or radiation energy of a single baryon consists of Nb/2 additive terms, i.e.
Er ≈
Nb
2
α~c
R
, (22)
where α is the fine structure constant. Similar to (19), the total gravitational energy of the radiation component
of matter can be estimated as:
Er|G ≈ NbN
2
α~c
4R
. (23)
Using this formula and the observed value of the radiation energy density [18]:
Ωr =
Er|G
ΩΛMc2
≈ 5× 10−5 , (24)
we can estimate the number of baryons in the universe:
Nb ∼ 10
39 , (25)
which turns out to be only one order of magnitude less than the estimated total number of particles (16) in our
model-universe.
Finally, equations (19), (20), (21) and (23) yield for the ratio of the radiation and baryon densities in the
universe
Ωr
Ωb
≈
Er|G
Eb|G
ΩΛ
(1− ΩΛ)
≈
α~c
4NGm2
ΩΛ
(1− ΩΛ)
. (26)
From (2), (13) and (10) we find
~c
NGm2
=
1
2πΩΛ
, (27)
whence it follows:
Ωr
Ωb
≈
α
8π(1− ΩΛ)
= 1.1× 10−3 , (28)
which is also very close to the observed value.
3. Total gravitational potential = twice ΦNewton
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In this section, using different arguments, we show that the total gravitational potential of an object in the
universe is scale dependent quantity and obtain twice of its Newtonian value. Only half of this total energy
can be transformed to the kinetic energy, while the other half is needed to compensate the negative vacuum
energy, and thus does not affect local physics. This idea is not quite new. It was already noticed that the
general relativistic deflection for a test particle with an arbitrary velocity v shows that gravitational mass of
the particle is [19]:
mg = mi
(
1 +
v2
c2
)
= mi + 2
Ekin
c2
(29)
In the case of photons the inertial mass mi = 0 and the kinetic energy, Ekin, should be replaced by the
electromagnetic energy, which can be loosely interpreted as the ’kinetic energy’ of photons. It is known that
nonzero components of the energy-momentum tensor for light waves propagating along the z axis, for example,
are [20]:
T 00 = T 33 = T 03 . (30)
So if we consider a free photon with the energy:
E =
∫
T 0νdSν (31)
and apply to it the so-called Tolman’s formula for active gravitational mass [20], we will obtain
mg = 2
E
c2
, (32)
i.e. two times bigger value than the expected one. To restore the Einstein’s standard relation one needs to
consider interaction of the photon with other bodies. If a photon is confined in a box with mirrors, then we have
a composite body at rest. In this case, as shown in [21], we have to take into account a negative contribution
to mg from stress in the box walls and also to perform averaging over time [19, 22].
3.1. General relativity argument
Consider a particle with the energy E0 which moves freely from its position to the cosmological horizon R
where it has the energy E. The Newtonian potential energy of the particle at the horizon is:
U = −
E
c2
GM
R
. (33)
Assuming the translation invariance of the energy, one should write:
E + U = E0 . (34)
If our universe is close to the black hole state, i.e it obeys (3), we find:
E =
E0
1−GM/c2R
= 2E0. (35)
Thus, as the particle reaches the horizon, its energy and mass are doubled. Half of the particles energy at the
horizon, E = mc2, is needed to compensate the negative vacuum energy loss. The physical mass of the particle
still is its residual mass m0 = E0/c
2, and the gravitation mass m = 2m0 manifests itself as a general relativistic
effect in the Einstein potential Φ(r) = −2Gm/r, whose value is twice of Newton’s potential.
Thus the total change in potential energy of a particle of mass m in the field of any mass M is equal to
∆U = 2G
Mm
r
, (36)
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and not to GMm/r as in the Newtonian theory. At the same time, for the change in kinetic energy of m we
still have the classical expression,
∆T = G
Mm
r
. (37)
Half of (36) is spent to the change of the particle’s internal energy:
∆E0 = G
Mm
r
. (38)
Also, the total change in the effective gravitational potential ∆Φ is twice the value defined from the New-
tonian theory:
∆Φ = −2∆ΦNewton = 2
GM
r
. (39)
For small non-relativistic systems the Newtonian potential does not lead to mistake, since only a half of the
total gravitational energy transforms to the kinetic energy:
∆T =
m
2
∆Φ . (40)
However, for the relativistic cases, or cosmological distances, the Newtonian theory gives wrong results.
3.2. Machian considerations
Let us recall how relativistic formulae appear in the thermodynamic model of gravity [12], where the universe
is modeled as the world ensemble of particles. For the total energy of a particle from the ensemble, which has
the kinetic energy T , we write:
E = E0 + T . (41)
The velocity dependent parameter of inertia of this particle is defined as:
m = −
E
Φ
, (42)
where, according to (3), Φ ∼ c2 denotes the gravitational potential of the universe acting on the particle.
The number of particles in the world ensemble is conserved. Thus the Machian energy E0 is the same for
all inertial observers, i.e.
E0 = E − T = const , (43)
or
dE0 = c
2dm− dT = 0 . (44)
Then, using the Hamilton’s definition of the velocity: vi = dT/dpi, and of the momentum: pi = mvi, the latter
equation can be transformed as follows:
c2dm− dEkin = c
2dm− vidpi =
(
c2 − v2
)
dm−
m
2
dv2 = (45)
= m
(
c2 − v2
)
d
(
lnm
√
1−
v2
c2
)
= 0 .
Consequently, the quantity
m0 :=
m
γ
, (46)
where
γ =
1√
1− v2/c2
(47)
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is the standard Lorentz factor, is constant, and hence it can be interpreted as a mass parameter of a particle
(also known as the rest mass) which is valid in any inertial frame.
Returning to the main question about the total energy of a object, let us consider a generalization of the
energy balance equation (41):
dE = dE0 + dT + dU , (48)
where we had added the term contained U = Gmµ/r, which is the Newtonian gravitational energy of the
particle in the field of some mass µ. The calculations similar to (45) now lead to:
m
(
c2 − v2 −
2Gµ
r
)
d
(
lnm
√
1−
v2
c2
−
2Gµ
c2r
)
= dE0 −
Gµ
r
dm . (49)
In the Newtonian approximation dm = dE0 = 0 and (49) yields m = const and
m
2
dv2 −m
Gµ
r2
dr = 0 , (50)
which leads to the standard conservation of energy in classical physics:
mv2
2
+mgh = const , (51)
where h = ∆r and g = Gµ/r2.
In more general case, when we introduce the standard definition of the rest mass:
m0 = m
√
1−
v2
c2
−
2Gµ
c2r
= const , (52)
from (49) it is clear that the rest energy of the particle is not constant, but
dE0 =
Gµ
r
dm . (53)
This means that some part of the gravitational energy of the object µ, in addition to forming the potential
energy for m that compensates the change in the particle’s kinetic energy (50), is spent to change the energy
of the world ensemble, which does not affect the particle’s local dynamics. Thus the effective gravitational
potential of µ exceeds its Newton value. To estimate this extra part of the potential in the case of the whole
world ensemble:
µ→M , r → R , c2 ∼
2GM
R
, (54)
let us consider the non-relativistic case: v2/c2 ≪ 1. Then from (52) we find:
GM
R
dm ≈ −
GmM
R2
dR , (55)
and for the total change of the Machian energy of a particle, U = GmN/R, we obtain
dU =
GM
R
dm−
GmM
R2
dR ≈
2GmM
R2
dR , (56)
which is twice the Newtonian value. The Newtonian value is restored if one assumes dm = 0.
3.3. Thermodynamic explanation
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Let us study the appearance of the factor two in the expressions of the gravitational potentials of the
ensemble of massive particles (3) in the thermodynamic language. In the thermodynamic approach the source
of the rest energy of a particle, E0, is its gravitational interaction with the world ensemble. The energy of
distant particles can be described as the heat Q, so that
dE0 = dQ = TdS , (57)
where T and S denote the temperature and the entropy of the world ensemble.
In the thermodynamic model of gravity the inertial frames correspond to the thermodynamic equilibrium
when T = const. The integration of (57) at constant T will give
ET = TS . (58)
This situation, when the temperature is constant in spite of the heat transfer (i.e. we neglect the energy of
vacuum heating) corresponds to the Newtonian approximation, and we can write:
TS = m
GM
R
. (59)
On the other hand, one can take into account the energy transfer for the whole ensemble and can use the
relations from the Schwarzschild black hole thermodynamics:
T = T (E) =
1
2CE
, S = CE2 , (60)
where the constant C = 4πkBG/~c
5 is expressed as a combination of fundamental physical constants. Then
the integration of (57) will lead to
E = 2TS = m
2MG
R
. (61)
Thus the expression (57) arises when T is held constant, while (61) arises when T is treated as a specified
function of E. This brings to mind the analogy with the canonical ensemble (with the constant temperature
T ) and the micro-canonical ensemble (in which the energy E is held constant).
In the case of Einstein’s gravity the thermodynamic expression similar to (61), in the context of a general
horizon, was considered in [14]. The energy (57), on the other hand, arises whenever one considers transfer
of energy across any null surface, as viewed by a local Rindler observer. This expression is applicable to the
cases in which the injected energy is not considered as a part of a self-gravitating system and one can keep the
temperature of the horizon constant in spite of the injection of the energy.
3.4. Renormalization group-like analysis
In particle physics the vacuum energy itself is unobservable, only the quantum fluctuations have a physical
meaning. As first suggested in [23], the vacuum energy can be given by the gravitational energy of the virtual
particle-antiparticle pairs which are continuously created and annihilated in the vacuum. This Newtonian energy
reads Gm2(r)/r, where m(r) is the effective mass at the scale r. In the thermodynamic model the expression
for the mass function m(r) is related to the structure of the universe, and the mass of a particle, m1, is an
explicitly scale dependent quantity, as it is already the case for several quantities in quantum field theory. For
example, the electric charge is known to increase when the length-scale decreases below the Compton length of
the electron, as a result of vacuum polarization by virtual particle pairs, and the ’bare’ value of charge is much
higher than its Bohr value [24]. For the mass function in the thermodynamic model we have the opposite picture,
because of the influence of distant particles the value of mass should be higher for larger scales. However, the
mechanism is similar and we can write the renormalization group equation for the energy density parameters:
dΩi
d ln r
= f(Ωi) , (62)
9
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where i labels massive objects in the universe. The function f(Ωi) is unknown, but since Ωi = mi/M ≪ 1, it
may be expanded to the first order about the origin:
f(Ωi) ≈ −α(βi − Ωi) , (63)
where α and βi are some constants. Then equation (62) can be solved:
Ωi = βi
[
1 +
( r
R
)α]
, (64)
where the integration constant R is taken to be of the order of the horizon radius.
Equation (64) tells us that for small scales r ≪ R we measure the mass of a particle:
mi(r ≪ R) =Mβi , (65)
and at the horizon scales the mass is twice of this value:
mi(r = R) = 2Mβi . (66)
4. Newton’s second law and the Machian mass
We want to show that within the thermodynamic model [12] it is possible to describe the acceleration as a
relative quantity in the spirit of (8). Since we describe the universe as the ensemble of particles let us use the
Einstein-Infeld-Hoffmann equations for the gravitationally interacting N classical objects [25]. These equations
are based on the Lagrangian [26]:
L =
∑
a
mav
2
a
2
+
1
2
∑
a
∑
b6=a
G
mamb
rab
+O
(
v2
c2
, G2, ...
)
+
+
1
4c2
∑
a
∑
b6=a
G
mamb
rab
[
3
(
v2a + v
2
b
)
− 7(~va · ~vb)−
(~va · ~rab)(~vb · ~rab)
r2ab
]
, (67)
were ~rab = ~rb − ~ra is the radius-vector from particle a to particle b (rab = |~rab|). Here the gravitational
interaction between pairs is modeled by the classical Newton potential:
Uab = G
mamb
rab
. (68)
The equation of motion for a particle from the world ensemble, which we label by 1, is given by the Euler-
Lagrange equation:
d~p1
dt
= ~F1 , (69)
where the generalized momentum can be found from (67) to have the form:
~p1 =
∂L
∂~v1
= m1~v1 +
Gm1
2c2
N∑
b=2
mb
r1b
[
6~v1 − 7~vb −
~r1b(~vb · ~r1b)
r2
1b
]
. (70)
For simplicity we have neglected the term O in (67), which contains the relativistic correction to the classical
kinetic energy ∼ (v/c)2 and the higher order corrections to the gravitational interaction ∼ G2.
We see from (67) that, while the forces arising from ~F1 = ∂L/∂~r1 decrease at least as 1/r
2, the inertial terms
in (70) decrease only as 1/r. Consequently the inertia has an intrinsically non-local nature and is intimately
connected to cosmology.
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Assume now that a selected particle is at the origin in a homogeneous isotropic expanding universe of density
ρ and with the Hubble parameter H . The particle has the position ~r and the velocity
~v = H~r + ~u , (71)
were ~u is an overall velocity of the universe relative to the origin. Other particles, mb, we replace by the mass
element,
N∑
b=2
mb → 2ρdV , (72)
where V = 4πR3/3 is the volume of the universe. Note the appearance of the extra factor 2 in this formula, in
agreement with the results of the Section 3.
We then replace the sum in (70) by the integral:
~p1 = m1~v1 +
Gm1
c2
∫
ρ
r
{
6~v1 − 7(H~r + ~u)−
~r
[
Hr2 + (~u · ~r)
]
r2
}
dV . (73)
We need to calculate the integrals in this expression for the spherical volume, dV = r2 sin θdrdϕdθ, over the
visible universe, R = c/H .
Without the loss of generality we assume:
~u = u~ez . (74)
Since ~r = r (sin θ~eϕ + cos θ~ez), where ~eϕ = cosϕ~ex + sinϕ~ey, the scalar product term in (73) becomes:
~r(~u · ~r) = r2u (sin θ~eϕ + cos θ~ez) cos θ . (75)
The terms involving H in (73) are multiplied by ~r and the integrations over the sphere of radius R make them
vanish for symmetry reasons. The term multiplying ~eϕ also vanishes since nothing depends on the angle ϕ.
Then we need to calculate only two different integrals:
∫
ρ dV
r
= 4πρ
∫ R
0
rdr = 2πρR2 ,
∫
ρ cos2 θ dV
r
= 2πρ
∫ R
0
rdr
∫ pi
0
cos2 θ sin θ dθ =
2
3
πρR2 . (76)
Inserting these results into the expression of the momentum (73), we find:
~p1 = m1
[(
1 +
9
2
Ω
)
~v1 −
(
11
2
Ω
)
~u
]
=
11
2
m1 (~v1 − ~u) . (77)
Here we have inserted the cosmological density parameter of the flat cosmological model
Ω =
ρ
ρc
= 1 . (78)
The formula (77) differs by the factor two from the result of [27] and [28], where the unrealistic condition
Ω = 2 was introduced to obtain the correct answer. The reason of discrepancy is our extrapolation (72), which
is based on the arguments considered in Section 3. Our result is also in a qualitative agreement with other
investigations which find that Mach’s principle requires the density parameter of flat cosmological model [29].
Now note that for the considered Einstein-Infeld-Hoffmann ensemble of N classical particles the parameter
ρ should correspond only to baryonic matter whose density is much less than ρc. However, since we assume that
the ratios like (13) are valid also for the corresponding contributions of the baryon component (20), we expect
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that the structure of (77) will survive if we use the relation (78). Besides, in this case the results of calculations
will not depend on the cosmological epoch, since Ω of the flat cosmological model is time independent. At the
same time, in order to compensate the mass exceed because of the assumption (78), we need to ”renormalize”
the ”bare” mass m1 of the simple model (67):
m1 ≈ ΩMm , (79)
to the actual mass of the particle m.
Returning to (70) we note that, as it is seen from the relations (77) and (79), if
ΩM =
2
11
≈ 0.2 , (80)
then one can explain the inertia of a particle by its gravitational interactions with the whole universe:
~p1 ≈ m(~v1 − ~u) ⇒ ~F =
d~p1
dt
≈ m(~a1 − ~au) , (81)
and conclude that the acceleration in Newton’s second law can be considered as a relative quantity with respect
to the universe.
5. Conclusions
In this paper we assumed the existence of the relations between the fundamental physical constants and the
cosmological parameters using the thermodynamic approach of [12]. The dark energy is identified with the
energy of collective gravitational interactions of all particles in the universe, which is not taken into account
in the standard treatments. The obtained values for the radiation, baryon and dark energy densities are close
to the current cosmological observations. It is shown that the total energy, or mass, of any object in the
universe is a scale dependant quantity and obtains twice of its Newtonian value for the whole world ensemble.
Using these results it was found that a precise formulation of the Mach’s principle can be consistent with the
Einstein-Infeld-Hoffmann approximation to general relativity in the case of flat cosmological model.
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